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Great, thanks very much. I’m Justin Meissen, and I’m the Research and Restoration Program Manager at the University of Northern Iowa’s Tallgrass Praire Center. And today I’m going to talk about how the implementation of a large and popular agricultural conservation practice affected the native seed market and seed mixes for the program during it’s roll out.



Conservation Reserve Program (CRP)
• USDA infrastructure at scale (~2.6 million acres*)
• Revegetation as main tool

Emerging role to address complex conservation 
issues
• More ecosystem rehabilitation 

• Rare habitat restoration, pollinator recovery

Ecological prerequisites for success
• Dependable native seed supply
• Ecologically sound seed mix

Conservation programs for ecosystem services
Emerging role of large ag conservation programs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In response to diminishing ecosystem services in ag landscapes, many organizations have developed targeted programs to address specific conservation challenges. One of our largest examples in the US, the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) has created lots conservation practices designed to enhance specific ecosystem services in places like the Corn Belt which have extremely limited non-cropped lands and where CRP often makes up the only large stands of naturalized land. These general and continuous practices comprise over 2 and a half million acres throughout the country. On the whole these CRP practices are implemented through contracts with private landowners to revegetate post-agricultural land and manage those stands.Historically, the implementation of these programs has been quite simplistic with respect to the kind of plants used for revegetation. Using more than a handful of species, let alone natives, for revegetation was not very common in the past. But more recently, we’ve seen these programs take on more complex issues with aspects of ecosystem rehabilitation included in their targets. More and more of the revegetation projects being deployed are requiring diverse, native vegetation, the most significant of them being Pollinator and Wildlife Habitat related.For a conservation program focused on native revegetation by private individuals, there are some prerequisites needed for good outcomes. When we’re interested in native revegetation, we have to have dependable native seed supply and the underlying specifications for revegetation need to be ecologically sound. So with these large scale, ambitious programs, do we have the foundations for success out there already to create biodiverse native plantings? Or do we need to lower our expectations for programs like CRP?
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Pollinator Habitat Initiative (CP-42)
“…create longer-lasting meadows of high-quality native 
wildflowers that support pollinators and other wildlife…”

• Initiated 2014, capped 2017/18

By some metrics a massive success
• > 400,000 acres planted in Corn Belt

How did it impact the native seed 
market?

Can native seed markets support these programs?
Pollinator Habitat Initiative Case Study

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Since these programs depend so heavily on native seed to succeed, we wanted to know how well native seed markets could support these large ag programs, and how they effect native seed markets in the areas they are deployed. So we looked to the USDA’s Pollinator Habitat Initiative or CP-42 program in Iowa as a case study. This practice is intended to improve pollinator habitat and create longer-lasting meadows of high-quality native wildflowers that support pollinators and other wildlife. The program was initiated in 2014, and the acre cap was reached in 2017/2018.By many metrics, this initiative was a huge success. Lots of farmers took advantage of the favorable rental rates at a time when commodity prices were low, and enrollment in the program was really high. It absolutely exploded in the cornbelt and by 2018 we had well over 400,00 acres planted. So that’s really encouraging on the adoption side, but how efficiently was it implemented? And how did it interface with the native seed market?



High practice adoption in IA
• Most CP-42 acres (218,482)
• 8 /10 top counties for CP-42 acres

Highly developed seed market in IA
• Many native seed retailers in IA/ 

nearby

Iowa well positioned for success

Pollinator Habitat Initiative Case Study
Iowa as ground zero

2020 
Rank State County Acres

1 IA Ringgold 10,415
2 IA Taylor 10,244
3 MO Carroll 7,543
4 IL Mason 7,188
5 IA Black Hawk 7,095
6 IA Howard 6,963
7 IA Clay 6,617
8 IL Vermilion 6,403
9 IA Kossuth 6,311
10 MO Harrison 6,243
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Presentation Notes
If there is any place to study the roll out of ag conservation programs like this it’s Iowa. Iowa is the number one state in the nation for CP-42 acres- we have almost 220,000 acres, which is nearly half the acres in the nation. Coincidently, the county where the University of Northern Iowa is located, Black Hawk county, is ranked 5th in the nation for pollinator acres. The other thing going for Iowa is that the state and region have a very well developed native seed market. Many key midwestern native seed retailers are based in or near Iowa so that means the seed needed for the program would have a good chance at being available. Taken together you have the stage set for success- if the program is going to have a good chance, its going to be in Iowa.



Research Objectives

Examine the execution of the CP-42 practice 
in IA and its ecological and implementation 
outcomes

Two focus areas:
1.Explore how CP-42 influenced native seed 

market dynamics
2.Assess how seed mix specs translated into 

actual seed mixes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So as part of our case study, we examined how the CP-42 practice was executed in IA, and assessed its ecological and implementation outcomes. Because this program was more or less interested in native forb revegetation at a huge scale, we wanted to see how a big shock like that would affect the native seed supply chain. So we looked at two main focus areas: First, we looked at how the program roll out influenced native seed market dynamics, and second,  we assessed how seed mix specifications translated into seed mixes on the ground.



Track market-wide seed costs 
• Price lists/seed quotes from annual UNI 

purchases (multiple Upper Midwest native 
seed growers) 

• Evaluate price fluxes 2015-2018

Assess CP-42 seed mix costs
• FSA cost-share data from >800 CP-42 

contracts
• Track seed cost per acre during the program 

(2014-2018)

Methods
Track native seed market dynamics during CP-42

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So we approached this in a combination of ways. First, we tracked market-wide seed costs. We compiled price lists and seed purchase quotes from multiple Upper Midwest native seed growers, mostly from annual UNI quote requests of about 70 prairie species. We then used this to evaluate price fluxes from 2015-2018.Next, we assessed CP-42 seed mix costs. We worked with FSA to obtain cost-share data on over 800 CP-42 contracts in Iowa that were planted 2014-2018, and to see how seed mixes changed over time, we tracked seed cost per acre from beginning to end of program.



Assess seed mix composition in response to 
CP-42/seed market
• Seed mix sample from IA landowners enrolled 

in program
• Of 800 requests, procured 81 seed mixes 
• Data transformation to standardize seed mix 

information
• Use origin data from seed mixes to estimate 

approximate seed source distance

Methods
Assess seed mixes of CP-42 pollinator plantings
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We also wanted to characterize the species composition of real seed mixes planted as part of the CP-42 program. So in order to obtain seed mixes that were planted, we surveyed 800 farmers in eastern Iowa who had participated in the program and requested a copy of the seed mixes they planted. Of the 390 respondents, we were able to get 81 legible mixes back. And since many seed mixes contained information on seed origin, we used that to see how seed sourcing changed during the CP-42 program using a subset of the mixes.



Results
Track native seed market dynamics during CP-42: species price over time

Acres rapidly increased
• 15k ac in 2015 to 175k ac in 

2017

Seed prices increased 
• Avg forb price/oz +68%, 

some +400%
• Limited change in grasses, 

legumes
• Same mix in 2015 97% 

more in 2017
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So let’s take a look at our results, first exploring how the CP-42 program influenced native seed market dynamics.Over the course of CP-42 program, acres planted in Iowa spiked rapidly as the program rolled out, with relatively few acres added in the initial years of the program to adding nearly 175,000 acres in one year by 2017. As those acres planted spiked, so did seed price. When comparing seed mix prices over the duration of the CP-42 program, we found that a representative pollinator seed mix increased in price by 97% during peak implementation in 2017. So in this figure we are breaking the costs of that pollinator mix down into plant functional groups, so cost per group is on the y axis and time on the x axis. Here we found that the cost of forb seed overwhelmingly drove the price increases. Legumes and grasses did not increase in price very much. Price increases to individual species were quite volatile and some commonly used species increased in price over 400% while some species even decreased in price.



CP-42 seed mix prices 
increased
• Average cost +30%
• $210/acre low to 

$299/acre high
• Increased less than 

expected given seed 
prices for individual 
species

Results
Track native seed market dynamics during CP-42: seed mix price over time

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We also see these price increases when we look at seed mix costs across Iowa throughout the program. We found that the average cost of CP-42 seed mixes planted in Iowa increased 30.1%, from early program implementation to its peak in 2017. So the figure here again with time on the x axis but seed mix cost per acre on the y axis. Now compared to the static mix we tracked prices for and just looked at, the actual seed mixes planted increased in cost much more modestly, potentially due to substituting expensive species with cheaper ones, as a means to control overall cost.



Species diversity higher 
than min specs
• Mostly summer forbs
• Practically no introduced 

species
Seeds sown at min specs
• Mostly summer forbs
• Very few spring seeds sown
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Results
Native seed mixes during CP-42 roll-out: seed mix composition
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Now lets shift gears a bit and look at how seed mix specs translated into actual seed mixes and how they changed during the program.So lets take a look at the average pollinator seed mix. For seed mixes in the CP-42 program, it was specified that there must be minimum 9 wildflower species, with 3 species flowering in spring, summer, fall , and 430 seeds/m2 seeding rate, of which 75% needed to be forbs by density. So we will keep that in mind as we work through our results.So here we are looking at two graphs of seed mix composition – the top looking at number of different species and the bottom looking at amount of seeds sown. Let’s look at the top graph here, so we have the number of species sown on the y axis, and the stacked bar that shows the contribution of each of the functional groups in different color. So for our specification of 9 minimum forbs, we are seeing average mix diversity way exceed that- mixes had about 34 species in them, mostly summer forbs, with much fewer of other functional groups.When we look at the bottom graph of how many seeds were sown, the overall seeding rate was right at the minimum-about 430 seeds per square meter. No one really seeding more actual seeds than they had to. Again, we see a similar pattern in composition, that most seeds sown were summer forbs, with lesser representation in other functional groups, especially with spring forbs which were seeded at very low rates.



Seed mix quality declined 
over time
• IA coefficient of conservatism 

(weighted mean) decreased 
with more recent time of 
planting

• Conservation value of seed 
mixes slightly lower by 2017
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Results
Native seed mixes during CP-42 roll-out: seed mix quality changes
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Now let’s look at these seed mixes over time, with respect to the start of the CP-42 program. Basically, we found that seed mix quality declined as the program rolled out. So with this graph we have time since CP-42 start on the x axis and coefficient of conservatism on the y axis, which is giving us a measure of floristic quality of these seed mixes. So we can see that the weighted mean coefficient of conservatism of seed mixes was negatively associated with time, and that indicates that seed mixes at the start of the CP-42 program had greater floristic quality than those towards the end. 



Results
Native seed mixes during CP-42 roll-out: seed mix quality changes

Seed mix distance 
increased over time
• Seed source (weighted 

mean) increased with 
more recent time of 
planting

• Species originating far 
outside IA by 2017

Presenter Notes
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So we also considered quality from a local is best framework, and here we find a similar story- seed sources used in mixes became less local as the program rolled out. Similar graph here indicating that seed mixes at the start of the CP-42 program were comprised of seed sources closer to the planting site in Iowa than mixes planted towards the end. Here we’ve got weighted mean seed source distance on the y axis. Basically this is showing us that lots of seed from places like the Pacific Northwest and the South is showing up much more commonly in the later planted mixes, whereas most of the early mixes are Iowa source.



Explore how CP-42 influenced native seed market dynamics
1. Forb prices increased with rapid addition of thousands of program acres, 

though grass/legume prices were less volatile
2. Average seed mix costs increased, but less than expected due to cheaper 

species substitutions

Assess how seed mix specs translated into actual seed mixes
1. Nearly all CP-42 seed mixes met/exceeded criteria for success despite strain 

on the native seed market
2. Seed mix quality declined (abundance of conservative spp, increased source 

distance) during peak program implementation

Research Summary

Presenter Notes
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So let’s summarize our results. When we looked at how CP-42 influenced native seed market dynamics, we found that 1)forb prices increased dramatically with the rapid addition of program acres, though grass/legume prices were less volatile, and 2) Average seed mix costs increased, but less than expected due to cheaper species substitutions. And then when we looked at how seed mix specs translated into actual seed mixes, we saw that 1) nearly all seed mixes met or exceeded specs despite strain on the native seed market, and 2) Seed mix quality declined during peak program implementation.



Implement new programs gradually
• Stabilize acres / year 
• Postpone planting during high demand
• Indicate demand expectations well in advance

Robust native seed markets allow biodiversity 
oriented ag conservation program to succeed

Implications for Practice

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So I think a key takeaway from this work is that when a large new program rolls out that relies on native seed, it may help prevent price spikes by limiting planted acres per year, and going along with that allowing landowners to enroll and delay planting if need be, while still providing basic soil conservation protections by planting cover crops. And then with more communication between conservation planners and seed suppliers, demand could be better understood in advance, which could allow growers to stock up or grow out on species that they anticipate might be in short supply given a program’s seed specsBut the bottom line I think is that the native seed market in the Corn Belt, even with the huge shock from this large ag program roll out, was able to supply enough native seed to meet the program goals. Mixes we looked at continuously exceeded the minimum specs and did not typically include any introduced species, even at the peak of the demand. Robust native seed markets allow biodiversity oriented ag conservation programs to succeed..
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So with that, I have a whole lot of folks to thank who helped make this work possible, and thank you all for listening, and I hope we have a few minutes for questions.
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